
公文式という建築 

KUMON -PRIVATE SCHOOL+・・・- 

 

This is a project for“ Kumon” - a private school that can be found in every local community 

in Japan -. Kumon does not have particular types of buildings of its own. 

This architecture does not stand alone but rather depends on other programs: such as a 

residential house, a community center, a gym, and a restaurant. As Kumon places emphasis 

on self-learning (contrary to the stereotypical image the word“ cram school” usually conjures 

up), its management styles are not standardized but established by depending on other 

programs. 

Therefore, Kumon can only exist when it is along with the local. This flexibility makes it a 

locally-based educational institution akin to Terakoya (which literally means“ temple 

school”) in the Edo Period. 

It is located in Fushimi Ward, Kyoto City, Japan, the old capital where historical cityscape 

remains. 

This architecture is situated between two distinct streets: south side faces a bustling 

thoroughfare used as a school route passing 2 meters above the site, while a traditional 

residential lane runs on the north side. Seeing from the south street 2 meters above, only 

the roof can be seen like jutting its face. Going into the roof directly from the second floor, a 

study space spreads out in the roof. 

This architecture consists of the earth space as the first floor and the roof space as the 

second floor. 

The lower floor is widely opened as earth floor which consists of other programs since it is 

connected to the outside street. 

The roof space has a large glass table and the earth space has a large wooden table at their 

respective centers. The two spaces are not independent of each other, but are mutually 

complementary. 

We proposed a story which is generated between the roof space and the earthen space. 

 


